
      

   

New MEI-Enhanced Scan Coin Self-
Deposit System for European Transport 
Industry 
West Chester, Pa., February 9, 2006 – MEI announces that its SODECO™ BNA56 
note acceptor has been integrated into Scan Coin UK’s new CDP4 self-service cash 
deposit system. Scan Coin, the largest supplier of self-service cash deposit systems in 
the United Kingdom, can now deliver seamless operations for multiple bus companies 
throughout Europe.  
 
The Scan Coin CDP4 system, a fourth-generation product first launched in the late 
1980s, enables bus drivers and conductors to secure cash and coin deposits from their 
daily routes. There are currently more than 500 Scan Coin CDP units in operation 
throughout the U.K. and Ireland, each receiving between 500-2000 notes daily via the 
note acceptor.  

Scan Coin enhanced its CDP system with MEI note-acceptor technology to improve 
payment accuracy and note acceptance, and to provide a higher level of security. The 
BNA56 unit’s note path processes notes smoothly, ensuring a lower jam rate.  

“Our bus driver clients take comfort in knowing that forgery will be detected, and 
since integrating MEI technology we have not been made aware of a suspect note 
being accepted,” noted Steve Fitton, sales director at Scan Coin UK. “In addition, the 
drivers have great confidence in the equipment, as they trust the machines to get their 
cash reconciliations right. The MEI cash acceptor is the guts of our CDP4 machine.”  

About MEI’s Full Line of Cash Acceptors for Self-Serve Systems  
MEI (Mars Electronics International) offers the industry’s most complete line of note 
and coin acceptors for the varying needs of retail self-serve applications. MEI 
SODECO™-BNA56 note acceptors are designed specifically for use in high-volume, 
high-value applications with dedicated cash-box collection and a revenue center. MEI 
CASHFLOW® SC Series note acceptors are the world’s most technically advanced 
cash acceptor for retail applications. MEI Series 2000 note acceptors provide a lower 
end alternative for retail applications that do not require premium features or a 
lockable cash box. MEI Combo Acceptors are the industry’s first unit that accepts 
cash, credit and debit. MEI CASHFLOW 9500 coin acceptors are ideal for kiosks and 
other unattended retail systems. MEI provides all the technical support that OEMs, 
professional software developers and systems integrators need to design, integrate, 
test and deploy their self-serve systems.  

 
 


